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Abstract

focus of these researches is on the formation of a membrane. The aim of this study is to investigate the role

We develop an Artificial Cell System (A CS) based
on an abstract chemical system. ACS consists of a
multiset of symbols, a set of rewriting rules (reaction
rules) and membranes. Throughout simulations, we

of membrane in terms computation, thus we do not
treat its formation.
Since ARMS is not a strings rewriting system but a
(multi)-set rewriting system, it can deal with many
degrees of freedom such as a chemical solution and
the concentralion of chemical compounds. We confirmed that it could simulate phenomena that we find
in real bio-chemical reactions such as the "Belouzov-

find that chemical evoliltion like behavior emerges and
cells evolve to a structure consisting of several cell-like
membranes. We investigate the correlation among the
type of reaction rules (rewriting rules), characteristic

of a membrane and the evolution of cells, and then
find the characteristics of a membrane effects on its
evolution and obtains a parameter to describe the correlation. Furthermore, we introduce a genetic method
to the system, and we attempt to apply it to Genetic
Programming.

Introduction
A membrane is an important structure for living systems. It distinguishes "self" from its environment and
hierarchical structures inside the system (like cells, organs and so on) are composed by membranes. Membranes change their structure dynamically and constitute a system. We are interested in their dynamical
structure in terms of computation.
A membrane is composed of "chemical compounds
(denoted by symbols)" which are generated through
chemical reactions in the cell. In each cell there is sonic

chemical compounds and these chemical compounds
interact with each other according to the rewriting rule
(reaction rules).
Based on the principles outlined above, we develop
an "A rl ijicial Cell System"(ACS). It consists of a multiset of symbols, a set of rewriting rules ( reaction rules
and membranes. ACS consists of an abstract chemical system, "A bstract Re writing System on MslliSets

(ARMsJ' that is a multiset transform system,(Suzuki

Zhabotinsky reaction (BZ_reaction) (Suzuki 1998J' the
BZ-reaction is a spontaneous chemical oscillation, and
is considered as the basic mechanism of bio-chemical
systems.

A RMS
We will introduce the multiset rewriting system, "Abstract Rewriting system on .tvJultiSets" in this section.
Intuitively, ARMS is like a chemical solution in which
molecules floating on it can interact with each other
according to reaction rules. Technically, a chemical solution is a finite multi-set of elements denoted

by At = {a, b.....}; these elements correspond to
molecules. Reaction rules that act on the molecules
are specified in ARMS by rewriting rules. As to the
intuitive meaning of ARMS, we refer to the study of
chemical abstract machines (Berry 1992). In fact, this
system can be thought of as an underlying "algorithmic
chemistry (Fontana 1994)"
Let A be an alphabet (a finite set of abstract symbols). The set of all strings over A is denoted by A;
the empty string is denoted by \. (Thus, A is the free
monoid generated by A under the operation of concatenation, with identity .) The length of a string
w E A* is denoted by wi
A rewriting rule over A is a pair of strings (ei, y),

set of rewriting rules. Although not many alife re-

u, u E A. We write such a rule in the form u -' a.
Note that si and e can also be empty. A rewriting

searches have tackled this topic previously (McMullin
and Varela 1997), (Mizaro, Moreno, et. al. 1999), the

system is a pair (A, R), where A is an alphabet and R
is a finite set of rewriting rules over A.

1996).

It consists of a multiset of symbols and a
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With respect to a rewriting system 7 = (A, R) we
define over A' a relation
as follows: r
y if
r = r1tix2 and y = .r1vr2, for some x1x2 E A' and
a - e E R, The reflexive and transitive closure of this
relation is denoted by
' A string r E A' for which
there is no string y E A' such that r
y is said to
be an dead one (in other words, from a dead string no
string can be derived by means of the rewriting rules).
From now on, we work with an alphabet A whose
elements are called objects; the alphabet itself is called
a set of objects.
A multiset over a set of objects A is a mapping M
A
N, where N is the set of natural numbers, 0, 1,

2.....The number M(a), for a E A, is the niultiplicity
of object a in the multiset M. Note that we do not
accept here an infinite multiplicity. The set {a E A
Ai(a) > 0) is denoted by supp(M) and is called the
support of M. The number
M(a) is denoted by
weight(M) and is called the weight of M.
We denote by A# the set of all multisets over A,
including the empty multiset, 0, defined by O(a) = O
for all a E A.

multiset M

=
ai.....a}, can be naturally represented by the string
A

a'a't"

.

.

:

A

N,

for

A

a''' and by any other permutation

of this string. Conversely, with any string w over A we

can associate a multiset: denote h W,, the number
of occurrences of object ai in w, i < i < n; then, the

T, are not considered, We shall not
reactions, i.e., S
formally introduce the refinement of ion.s and molecules
though we use refinement informally to hell) intuition
(on both types of reiles we refer to (Berry 1992)).
A ma/liscI rewriting rule (we also use to say, evolution rule) over a set A of objects is a pair (M1, AI2), of
elements in A# (which can be represented as a rewriting rule w1
w2, for two strings w1, w2 E A' such

that M,,., = M and M,,,, = M2). We use to represent
such a reile in the form M1 -. M2.
An abstract rewriting system. on multisels (in short,
an ARMS) is a pair
F = (A, R)
where:

A is a set of objects;
R is a finite set of mult,iset evolution reiles over A;

With respect to an ARMS F, we can define over

a relation: (): for M, M' E A1° we write M

AI'

if

M'=(M(M1u...uAI))u(MU...uM,)
for some M - M' E R, i < i < k, k > 1, and there is
no rule M, -+ M,' E R such that M, C (M - (M1 U
u Mv)); at most one of the multisets M, 1 < i < k,

multiset associated with w, denoted by M,,,, is defined

by M,,(a) = w,,,, i < i < n.

may be empty.

N is
The union of two multisets M1, M2 : A
the multiset (Mi U M2) : A - N defined y (Mi U
M2)(a) = Mi(a) + M2(a), for all a E A. If Mi(a) <

\Vith respect to an ARMS F = (A, R) we can define
various types of multisets:

M9(a) for all a E A, then we say that multiset M1 is
included in multiset M2 and we write M1 C M9. In
such a case, we define the multiset difference M1 - M2

by(M2Mi)(a)=M2(a)Mi(a),forallaEA. (Note
that when M1 is not included in M2, the difference is
not defined).
A rewriting rule such as

- A multiset AI E A# is dead if there is no M' E A#
M' (this is equivalent to the fact
such that M
M2 E R such that M Ç
that there is no rule M1
M).
- A multiset M E A# is initial if there is no M' E A#
M.
such that M'

How ARMS works
Example In this example, an ARMS is defined as

aab,

follows;

is called a heating role and denoted as r> o; it is intended to contribute to the stirring solution. It breaks
up a complex molecule into smaller ones: ions. On the
other hand, a rule such as

F
A

=
=

R

(AR),
{a,b,c,d,e,f},

{a,a,a-,-'c:ri,b+d:r2,ce:r3,

d

f,!: r4,a

a,b,b,a : r5,f

h: r6,).

acb,

r1,r9,r3,r4,r5,r6}. We assume the maximal multi-

is called a cooling rule and denoted as r<o; it rebuilds
molecules from smaller ones. In this paper, reversible

set size is 4 and the initial state is given by {a, a, b, a).
In ARMS, rewriting rules are applied in parallel. When

The

set
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{a, b, a, a)

{c,d)

a, a, a, a, b
(the left hand side of r1,r2, r5)
ci c, d (the left hand side of r3, r4)

{e,f,f)

Ç f(the left hand side of rC)

{e, h, h)

There are no rule to apply, it reaches
the death state

Figure 1 Example of rewriting steps of ARMS

there are more than two applicable-rules, then one rule
is selected randomly. Figure 1 illustrates an example of
rewriting steps of the calculation from the initial state.

At the first step, the left hand side of rule of ri, r2
and r5 are included in the initial state. In the next

step, r3 and r4 are applied in parallel and {c, d) is
rewritten into {e, f, f}. In step 3, by using r6, {e, f,!)
is transformed into {e, h, h). There are no rules that
can transform the multiset any further so, the multiset
is in a dead state.

Artificial Cell System
In this section, we introduce the basic structural ingredients of ARMS, membrane structures and how ACS
works.

ACS and ACSE
We will define two types of ACS;

ACSand
ACS with an Elementary membrane (ACSE).

ACSE is different only in the way of dissolving and
dividing from ACS.

Descriptions of ACS
A transition ACS is a construct

F=(A,p,M,.....M,R,MC,6,o),
where:

A is a set of objects;

The membrane structure (MS)
To describe the membrane and its structure in ARMS,
we first define the language MS over the alphabet {[,]}
whose strings are recurrently defined as follows:

1'] E MS

p is a membrane structure (it can be changed
throughout a computation);
M1,..,, Aí, are n2ultisets associated with the regions

1,2, ... nofp;
R is a finite set of muitiset evolution rules over A.

if i.,i .....p E MS, n > 1, then [ji,.

í'] E MS;

there is nothing else in MS.

MC is a set of membrane compounds;
6 is the threshold value of dissolving a membrane;

The most outer membrane Mo corresponds to a container such as a test tube or reactor and it never dis-

is tile threshold value of dividing a membrane;

p is a membrane structure of degree n, n > 1, with

solves.

Consider now the following relation on MS: for x, y E

MS we write x
y if and only if we can write the
two strings in the form r = [1...[2...]2[3...]3...]i,y =
[i

usual sense. Conversely, any string of correctly matching pairs of parentheses [, ], with a matching pair at
the ends, corresponds to a membrane structure.
Each matching pair of parentheses [,] appearing in a
membrane structure is called a membrane. The number of membranes in a membrane structure p is called
the degree of ji and is denoted by deg(p). The external
membrane of a membrane structure p is called the vessel, membrane of p. When a membrane which appears
in p E MS has the form ] and no other membranes
appear inside the two parentheses then it is called an
elementary membrane.

.12...]

,

i.e., if and only if two pairs of paren-

theses which are not contained in one other can be
interchanged, together with their contents. We also
denote by - the reflexive and transitive closures of the
relation -'S. This is clearly an equivalence relation. We

denote by MS the set of equivalence classes of MS
with respect to this relation. The elements of MS are
called membrane .siruclures.

It is easy to see that the parentheses [, ] appeariiig
in a membrane structure are matching correctly ni lie

the membranes labeled in a one-to-one manner, for instance, with the niililbers from i to n. In this way, also
tile regions of p are identified by tile numbers from i
to n.
Rewriting rules are applied in following manner:

(i) The same rules are applied to every membrane.
There are no rules specific to a membrane.

(2) All tile rules are applied in parallel. In every step,
all tile rules are applied to all objects in every membrane that, can be applied. If there are more than
two rules that can apply to an object then one rule
is selected randomly.
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If a membrane dissolves, then all the objects in its
region are left free in the region immediately above
it.

All objects and membranes not specified in a rule
and which do not evolve are passed unchanged to
the next step.

where o- is a threshold for dividing the membrane. All
chemical compounds in its region are then set free and
they are separated randomly by new membranes.

Description of ACSE
ACSE is different only in the way of dividing and dissolving cells from ACS. Dissolving the membrane is

Rewriting rule R is a finite set of niultiset rewriting
rules over A. Both the left and the right side of a rule
are obtained by sampling with replacement of symbols.

defined as follows:

A set of reaction rules is constructed as the overall

Dissolving takes place when

permutation of both sides of the rules.

[hab, .]h

I

w MC
JMh

Input and Output Chemical compounds are supported from outside of the system to M0 and some
compounds are exhausted from M0. All chemical
compounds are transformed among cells, a randomly
selected chemical compound is transformed into the
membrane just above or below it. Although a membrane does not allow specificity of transport across the
membrane, a cell can control its chemical environment
by chemical reaction.

[ha, ...[b, ...b]h

[ha, b,

[h,

where the ellipsis {...} illustrates chemical compounds
inside the membrane. Dissolving takes place when
IWiIMC

6

<
where 6 is a threshold value for dissolving the membrane. All chemical compounds in its region are then
set free and they are merged into the region immediately above it.
On the other hand, when the volume of membrane
compounds increases to a certain extent, then a membrane is divided. Dividing a membrane is realized by
dividing it in multisets random sizes. The frequency at
which a membrane is divided is decided in proportion
to its size. As the size of a multiset beconies larger,
the cell is divided more frequently. Technically, this is
M11

defined as follows;
[ha, b,

1h - [ha, ...[b,

Dividing takes place when
J U)/ MC

JMh

<6

where 6 is a threshold value for dissolving the membrane. All chemical compounds in its region are then
set free and they are merged into the region of M0.
Dividing is defined as follows;
[ha, b, ..jh

[hO, ...Jh[b, ...].

Dividing takes place when
0'h MC
> o-,
Mh

Dissolving and dividing a membrane of ACS A
membrane is composed of a "membrane compound"
which is in fact a symbol. To maintain a membrane, it
needs to have a certain minimal volume. A membrane
disappears if the volume of membrane compounds decreases below the needed volume to maintain the membrane. Dissolving the membrane is defined as follows:

[oa,b.....jo

where o- is a threshold for dividing the membrane. All
chemical compounds in its region are then set free and
they are separated randomly in the old and new membranes. Hence, in ACSE, a structured cell such as
[a, b[c, [d, e]]] does not appear.

A Cell like Chemoton Because the components of
a membrane diminish with the lapse of a certain time,
a cell has to generate the components to maintain the
membrane through chemical reactions in the cell in
ACS and ACSE. Hence, all survived cells in ACS and
ACSE become cells like a ciiemoton(Gánti 1975). We
confirmed this through simulations.

Evolution of Cells When a cell grows and the cell
exceeds the threshold value for dividing, it divides into

parts of random sizes. This can be seen as a kind of
rnutaiioa. Ifa divided cell does not have any membrane
compounds, it must disappear soon.

Furthermore, to maintain the membrane through
chemical reactions inside the cell can be seen as natorai seieciion. If cells can not maintain the membrane
compounds, it must disappear soon.

Thus, both dividing membranes and dissolving
membranes produce evolutionary dynamics. These
correspondences are summarized into;
Dissolving a membrane,
Natural Selection
Mutation
Dividing a cell into parts of

>0

random size.
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Behavior of ACSE and AS
We will show some experimental results of ACSE and
ACS in this section.

600000
500000

ACSE The evolution of elementary cells can be regarded as an approximate model of the chemical evolution in the origin of life.
The following ACSE was simulated;

1' = (A = a,b,c},1 = { [,10.....,]100}M0 =
{[a10, b10, c'°]'°°), R, MC = {b}, 6 = 0.4cr = 0.2),

400000
300000
200000
100000

where:

R, the length of the left- or right-hand-side of a rule
is between one and three. Both sides of the rules are
obtained by sampling with replacement of the three
symbols a, b and c;

Membrane structures are assumed to be (t =
Through the simulation we discovered that the
strength of a membrane affects the behavior of cells.
The strength of a membrane is defined as the frequency
of decreasing membrane compounds.

When a membrane is strong When a membrane
is strong, the most stable cell consists of only one mem-

brane, cells of this type become " mother" cells and
they produce "daughter" cells.
In order to display a state of a cell we transform the
state of a cell to a number by using the transformation
function; f(M(o), M(b),M(c)) = 102 x M(a) + loi x

o

20

o

40

60

80

120

100

140

160

180

Figure 2: When a membrane is strong. The lines illustrate the regions where cells exist and points correspond to the state of cells.

enough membrane compounds to maintain its membrane are larger than a small cell.
We believe that this behaviors of evolution is similar to the evolution of viruses (Tanaka 1999). The
settings of this simulation are so rough, however, that
the possibility remains open that chemical evolution in
origin of life is similar to virus evolution. This will be
addressed in future research.

The correlation between the behavior of
an ACS and the characteristics of
rewriting rules

M(b) + 100 x M(c). For example, the state {a, o, b, c, e}

Description of a simulation Next, the following

is transformed into 102 > 2 + 10 x i + 100 X 2 = 212.
The figure 2 illustrates the evolution of cells when
a membrane is strong. The cells that are close to the
horizontal axis are mother cells. Some daughter cells
depart from the group and evolve different types of
cells, even though almost all cells are in the group. In
this case, dissolving a membrane compound takes place
per 100 steps.
The figure 3 is focused to the mother cells. At first

ACS was simulated;

there are about ten groups, and some of them become extinct: after 200 steps there remain about four
groups.

When a membrane is weak Figure 4 illustrates
the case when a membrane is weak, a membrane dissolves every 3 steps. In this case, the system can not
form a group of mother cells such as in the previous
case.

Since the group of cells drifts to more stable

200

Steps

f' = (A = {a,b,c},p
/ 0},Mo
{ oi, b'°, ci } R,MC= {b},6 = 0.4cr = 0.2),
O

where:

R, the length of the left- or right-hand-side of a rule
is between one arid three. Both sides of the rules are
obtained by sampling with replacement of the three
symbols a, b and C;

Membrane structures are not assumed.

\ parameter In order to investigate the correlation between the rewriting rule and the behavior of
the model, we will introduce the

parameter (Suzuki

1998). This parameter is introduced as an order parameter of ARMS.
Let us define the À parameter as follows:

cells, the cells grow larger. Even if a large cell divides
into parts of random sizes, the probability of including
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o
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+
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*
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Type II: The period of dividing niembranes and dis
solving membranes appears cyclically.

**
*

** ç#

fiW* **

Type III: A cell evo Ives to a complex, hierarchically
structured cell;

ç-

41*

e

Type IV: All chemical compounds inside a cell increase rapidly. However, cells hardly divide;

200

50

100

150

200

Steps

where each \ value is not important very much.
Although they change in the different environments,
these four classes are unchanged.

Type I (

Figure 3: Evolution of mother cells. The points correspond to cells.

close to 0.0) When

is close to 0.0 the

cooling role is mainly used, and cells will hardly grow
up. Thus nienibranes will hardly be divided (figure 5).

in bcwecn 0.5 and 1.0) When
is in between 0.5 1.0, membranes are more likely
to be divided than when
is close to 0.0. But, since
cooling rules are likely to be used, the membrane compounds do not increase very much. Thus, when a cell
evolves to a certain size the membrane compounds of
Type II (

600000
500000
400000

each cell decrease and they are dissolved (figure 6).
300000

Thus there emerges a cell cycle like behavior.

200000

step
o.

100000

state
[a10,b'°, cl0]
[ai,b5,ciO]

[a'°,b2,c7]
20

[ali, b3, e7]
40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

[a6,b°,c]

Steps

Figure 4: When a membrane is weak
where

rs>o corresponds to the number of healing

rules, and rAs<o to the nunsber of cooling raies. This
parameter is well-defined when the number of rules is
greater thais 1.
When the ARMS only uses rules of the type rs<o,
A
is equal to 0.0. On the contrary, if the ARMS uses
rules of the type rAS>o and ras<o with the same fre
is equal to 1.0. Finally, when tise ARMS
quency,
is greater than
only uses rules of the type
1 0.

Ae indicates the degree of reproduction in a cell.
When ,\ close to 0.0, the degree is quite low and as

is getting larger than 1.0, the degree becomes higher.
\e paranscter and system's behavior The behavior of A CS is classified into four classes by this pararn-

10.

[a',b4c2]

16.

[a',h4]

Figure 5: An example of state transition of ACS: Type
I (\ close to 0.0)

Type III (À7 in between 1.05

2.33) When À
exceeds 1.0 and the healing rule is likely to be used, a
cell grows up easier and the frequency of cell division
becomes high. Thus a cell evolves into a large complex
cell (figure 7).

Type IV (À7 more than 2.5) When the À

pa-

rameter becomes much larger than 1.0, n3embranes
will hardly be divided, because tise number of compounds of all kinds in the cell increase and it is difficult
to specifically increase tise number of only membrane
compounds. Consequently, a cell will hardly divide
(figure 7).
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60

0.

state
[a'°, bio do]

1.

[a°,b°,c']

step

[a4

state
[a'°, b'°, e'°]

step
0.

[a'2, b', e9]
[a'4, b4, ero]
[a'3, b°, erl]
[a'4, b°, e'2]

b4 c']

[[b2] [bi, c']]

[[b2] [b'

e']]

[a9, b9 e10]

[a°, b', e']

[a7, b'°, c'O]
[a2,b']

[[a',b2][a'b3[]

87.

[a'7,b'2,c21]

147.

[a'4,b20,c29]

242

[a'7,b50,c44]

300.

[a3,b'6,c58]

[[ a',b2][b2][a',b]]

[[[ a

b1 ][b' c1]][[b2 ][a', b']][b' e']]

[[a3,c3][a3,c2][a°,c2]
[ a°,c5

Figure 6: An example of state transition of ACS: Type
TI ("e in between 0.5 and '-' 1.0)

Figure 8: An example of state transition of ACS: Type
step
0.
1.

IV (A more than 2.5)

state
[ a'°,b'°,c'°]
[

[a2. b7, e5]

F=(A,p,M, .....M,R,6,u),

[[b2] [b°, e']]
[[b'] [b3, e']]

where:

[[b4] [b2 ][b2, e']]

[[b' c2][b2, c2][b' e3]]
[[[b3, c'][b' , c']][b2, c][b' , e3]]
[[[[b2][a'

b' ]][b'

,

(1) A is a set of objects;

c']][a' b3, c2]]
,

is a membrane structure (it can be changed

[a'.b2,c3 ]]

p

140.

[[[a', b'][h' c1]][[b2][ai b']][b' , e']]

throughout a computation);

214.

[[[[a'°,b3,c2][a5,b5.e'][a3,b2]]
[a' b3]][[[[b2][b2][a' , b']][a3 b']]
[as, h'][h'][o3, b']]]

Figure 7: An example of state transition of ACS: Type
III (A in between 1.05
2.33)
\Ve believe that the division in four classes describes
the basic behavior of the system. However, when 6 or
u are changed the ) value that corresponds to each

type is also changed. Thus a deeper investigation is
needed with respect to the correlation between 6, u

M1 .....AI,,, are multisets associated with the regions
1,2, ... n of p;

R is a finite set of multiset evolution rules over A.
6 is the threshold of dissolving membrane;

u is the threshold of dividing membrane.
The way of applying rewriting rules, the way of dissolving and dividing and input, and output are the same as
ACS and ACSE.

An enzyme We denote a set of reaction rules as

and '\e more precisely.

follows;

Genetic ACS (GACS)

a

b

c

Lab

Lac

Since a rewriting rule promotes a reaction, it can be
regarded as an enzyme. Here we extend ACS with

a

00

h

ha

X bc

evolutionary mechanism We called the system Genetic
ACS (GACS).

e

'0

Lee,

Descriptions of GAGS
A transition in GACS is a construct

means the number of conipounds i which are
transformed freni j For example, 2ab means a rewriting rule, b
a, a. We call the table a transformation
table.
where
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Transmission of an enzyme When a membrane

35

is divided, the enzyme which is inside the membrane
is copied and passed down to a new divided cell. At
that time, a point mutation occurs only in the copied
enzyme and it is passed down to the new cell. The
enzyme remain in the old membrane as well as the new
one. Point mutations occur every time a membrane
divides. When a membrane is dissolved the enzyme
which is inside the membrane loses its activity. A point

productcily

*

3

ç

E

o
Q,

n

25
2

E

E

o
Q,'

15
i

>

° 05

mutation is a rewriting of the number of .r,. Thus,
it changes the number of transforming compounds to
i. We assumed x
E {o, 1,2}. In ACS and ACSE
the system have only one rewriting rule, however, in
GACS, each membrane has a set of rules.
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Figure 9: Productivity of enzymes.

An experimental result of a GACS
We will show experimental results of GAGS. At first,
the followuig GAGS was simulated;
F
(A
= {a,b,c},,u = {/ 0)M
=
{ath,bw,cio},R,MC = {c},h = 0.4, = 0.2),

te *0E

-

800000
Q)

o

where the transformation table (R) is set as follows
in the initial states;

600000

Q)

400000
Q)

a
a

b

I200000

°ab

h

iba

Obb

Ob.

c

0

i

0cc.

i,

o

The productivity of membrane compounds p is defined as the ratio of the total number of non-membrane

compounds to be produced to the total number of

Figure 10: State transition of the system

membrane compounds to be produced;
=b

=

= Q 't,

as internal nodes and leaves, we can regard the whole
system a.s a tree. In order to indicate the complexity
of the tree, we use the number of internal nodes in the

'1

=a 'j = a

.1

When p = O the enzyme does not produce any

tree. Figure 11 illustrates that the number of internal

membrane compounds, when p = 1, it produces the
same number of membrane compounds to the nonmembrane compounds, and when p > 1, it produces

nodes increases exponentially, after 150 steps.

more membrane compounds than non-membrane com-

one.

Figure 9 illustrates the time series of productivity, where the vertical axis illustrates the productivity, the horizontal axis illustrates the steps and
each dot is an enzyme. It shows that at first almost

The reason of this behavior can be considered as
follows; the enzyme whose productivity is high always
suffers from mutations, because it promotes membrane
division thus it generates more mutations than low productivity ones. If every cell is an elementary cell, an
enzyme have to keep producing membrane compounds
at a high rate. However, when the cell forms structure,
it. is not necessary one with high productivity, because,
in a structured cell, if an inside cell dissolves, the cell
that includes the dissolved cell obtains its membrane

pounds.

enzymes evolve to p > 1. However, after 100 steps, the
productivity of the enzymes decrease.

After 100 steps, both the number of cells and the
sizes of cells Increase exponentially. Furthermore, the
structure of cells becomes complicated. Figure 10 illustrates the correlation between the number of cells,
the size of cells and the number of steps, where each
clot, corresponds to a cell.
Figure 11 illustrates the internal nodes of the whole
system. If we regard M as the root and other cells

It is interesting that when a cell grows into a hierarchical cell, the enzyme evolves to a low productivity

-

compounds.

Therefore, during evolution of a cell into a structured cell, the cell needs a high productivity enzyme.
However, once it evolves a structured cell, high pro-
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In the above example, the number of e inside the
membrane i is smaller than 7, so the membrane is dis-

1200

solved.

After n rewriting steps, if the number of e is larger
than 9, the membrane is divided and a point mutation
takes place in its enzyme. Furthermore, a new enzyme
is passed down to a new cell. When a cell divided, the
inside multiset of the divided cell and its parent cell
are set to a2, b2, e°) again, so they try to solve the
problem again. The results in:
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Figure 11: Internal nodes of the cell

ductivity enzymes are weeded out. This is the role of
membranes in terms of computation.

Genetic Programming by using GACS
We attempted to generate a program by using a GACS.

In the GACS, a program corresponds to an enzyme,
thus we breed an enzyme which can solve a particular
problem. We apply it to a simple problem doubling;
calculate the double value of the number of a and b
then show the result as the number of c (e = 2(a + b)).

Description of GACS A GACS is defined as fol-

In the example, because the number of e inside the
membrane h is larger than 9, the membrane h is divided and a new membrane i emerges. Then compounds which are inside both membranes i and h are
set to {a2, b2, e°). In this GACS, cells continue to solve

the problem.

Tise fitness of the GACS The fitness of an enzyme
is defined as the number of steps to reach the solution.
By using this fitness, good enzymes are there that can

solve the problem within a smaller number of steps
than the others are selected.

Experiineistal result At first, all enzymes are set
to,
a

lows;

A transition GA CS is a construct
F = (A = {a,b,c},p = {[i]i...[i00]ioo},.Mo =
{[a2, b2, c°]'°°), R), In the initial state, all transformation tables R are
a
a
h
C

b

055
i lo

Odi,

Oco

ici,

Obb

c
15ç
Osc

b
C

-.

b,

-'

a.

C,

After 5000 rewriting steps, the enzymes that reach
the solution within 8 steps are selected;
a

a, c,

a

b

a, b, e, c,

b

a, b, e, c,
a, b, c, c,

C

e, e;

C

C, C;

a

a, e, e,

b

b,

0cc,

and one hundred of elementary cells are assumed inside M0. No compounds are transformed among cells

Iha, b2, c°]h[a2 , b2, e0]1

C

For each rule, one hundred of elementary cells that

and no input and output are assumed. Although we
performed simulation by using different type of cells
in the initial state, the experimental results are same,

are [a2, b2, e°] are set again and calculations performed

thus we will address only when each cell is [a2, b2, e°]
in the initial state.

one enzyme;

again. Next, the enzymes that can solve the problem
within 5 steps are selected. Then, there remains only

Dissolving and dividing a membrane The way of
dissolving and dividing are the same as in ACSE. After
n rewriting steps, if the number of c is smaller than 7,

the membrane is dissolved and the enzyme inside it
loses its activity, for example,
[ha3,b5,c8]h[a4,b5,c1]I

a

a, C, C,

b

C, C,

C

C, C.

it is a solution of this simulation. In fact a solution of
this problem is
a
c,c,

'(h03,b5,C8]h.
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Thus the survived enzyme evolved to a similar enzyme
in the solution.

By using this method, we have attempted to treat
the system as an artificial living system of computation. In the future we plan to create a GACS as an
artificial living system of computation that can solve
more complicated problems. In such a system, in order

to obtain the result, we observe their output (behaviors) and change the condition, do not stop their computations. In other words, we steer them in the right
direction by using the selection and mutation, and lead
them to our settled goal. Although GACS may not fit
to make optimizer, we believe this method can apply
to design artificial living things such as robots.

Discussion
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